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Spreading style and function
Quickly growing handbag brand Dagne Dover created and targeted customer profiles with Instagram ads, resulting in a 

double-digit return on ad spend.

STORY

Streamlining lifestyles
Founded in 2013, Dagne Dover creates smartly designed handbags that offer women an 
organized, spacious and stylish alternative. The brand produces its handbags in a handful 
of styles and sizes, and a wide variety of colors.

GOAL

Styling a sales increase 
Dagne Dover’s primary objective was to increase online sales of its various product  
lines, but it also wanted to drive more traffic to its website to introduce more people 
to its brand. 

SOLUTION

Toting increasing sales
Dagne Dover partnered with ad agency Mason Interactive to increase awareness of its 
brand, drive a larger audience to its website and increase online sales. The brand chose 
Instagram to run its largest paid media campaign to launch its new leather collection, The 
Leather Edit.

Dagne Dover used Facebook’s robust targeting to build Custom Audiences, in particular, 
based on those interested in travel—including active card users and frequent fliers. The 
brand also identified themes in its customer profiles, such as those interested in fashion, 
new mothers, career professionals and students, making Custom Audiences to target 
each group. They also created lookalike audiences for each group to increase reach. 

Visual creative content included interior functionality shots and lifestyle images, paired 
with a click-through link to Dagne Dover’s website. The team ran the same 3–4 ads in each 
ad set to test which products performed best with each group, discovering that photos 
showing the product’s interior worked best. Dagne Dover also measured sales numbers, 
cost per sales and the level of new traffic to their website to track campaign progress.

Shop Now

dagnedover A bag that is stunning and 
functional. Find your new perfectly 
organized Dagne Dover tote! #DagneDover

Dagne Dover was initially created 
for the tech-savvy, on-the-go 
millennial looking to streamline 
her life and discover new brands 
she doesn’t see at her everyday 
department store. Reaching out 
to these women on Instagram 
is a natural and exciting fit. The 
interiors of our bags are a large 
part of what sets us apart from 
other handbag brands, and our 
stylized aerial shots convey why 
someone needs our bag more 
than words ever could.

Melissa Mash
CEO
Dagne Dover
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